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[Transcript]

[00:00:00] Hello, gorgeous. Can you believe that we just wrapped season one of the
show, and I'm already back with a bonus episode? I just can't stay away. Isn't that
funny? But I realize that even though we have touched on so many different parts of my
3-Part Focus Framework and how to use it and all of that, we never had a full episode
dedicated only to Active Focus. We danced around it. We definitely talked about it in
some more episodes, but let's dedicate this bonus episode to the benefits of Active
Focus and how to get more of it in your life.

[00:00:42] And spoiler alert: I have created a brand new offer, Active Focus Co-Working
Sessions, where you can come and co-work with me weekly for $11.11. And you'll get a
Mini Motivational Talk from me in the beginning for about 5 to 10 minutes, and then we'll
dive into a co-working session together. Co-working is something that has really helped
to increase Active Focus for myself and some of my colleagues and clients. It's
something that's really powerful.

[00:01:16] There's something about having that accountability of having your camera on
that can just help you sit down and get it done. And so instead of telling you to go out
and organize that and find someone to co-work with you, I thought, "Why not use my
Manifestor Human Design and initiate that and invite you in."

[00:01:39] So I'll be hosting weekly Active Focus Co-Working Sessions on Tuesdays at
12:00 PM Pacific Time. It is $11.11 to join. That small investment that you make is
what's going to help you be even more likely to show up, so I'm giving you multiple
forms of accountability.

[00:02:00] So click the link in our show notes if you want to come and join our next
session, and I'll see you on Tuesday.

[00:02:06] But for now, let's go over exactly what Active Focus is, the benefits of it, and
how to get more Active Focus in your life.

[00:02:15] Active Focus is one of the types of focus in my 3-Part Framework, and it is
what I like to call "the momentum builder." It's when you're putting in the work, and
you're getting it done. I also like to call this "messy bun, get it done" energy. The keys to
success with this type of focus are to make sure that you set your priorities and root into
your "why" first.



[00:02:43] In episode three, which goes down in history as one of my favorite episodes
in this season, I take you through the benefits of Intensive Focus, this big, expansive,
big picture view of what you have going on and the benefits of looking at your priorities
and your commitments and making sure that they align.

[00:03:02] Once you emerge from an Intensive Focus session. Once you have that
clarity, the next step is to go into Active Focus because clarity is great, but it doesn't
always build momentum. There is still action that's necessary in order to build that
momentum. However, without rooting into your "why" and having your priorities very
clear before you tap into Active Focus, you might just feel like you are going through a
list of tasks. You're just going through it to do list, and it can start to feel like, even
though you have this goal that you want to accomplish and you have tasks that can help
you get there, as soon as you write it down, you just kind of don't want to do it anymore.
Right? You know that feeling where you're like, "Ugh. Even though I decided this, I kind
of don't even want to do it."

[00:03:51] Or you might just feel like you're working and working and working, and
you're losing sight of the bigger picture and that can lead to burnout and exhaustion,
which we also don't want. So rooting into your "why" first is really, really powerful for
avoiding all of that. Put into context why you're sitting down to have your Active Focus
Session or why you're joining me for an Active Focus Co-Working Session.

[00:04:18] Put it into context. And what I mean by that is, you don't just want to say, "I
want to start posting blog posts weekly." Maybe that's your goal. You know, "I want to
have weekly blog posts. I want to be on social media less and utilize SEO more, so that
means I've got to really start blogging. And so therefore, I'm going to go to this Active
Focus Co-Working Session, and I'm going to write the first drafts of three new blog
posts." Okay, great. That's what you're going to do, right? That's the fact of it. That's
what you're going to do. You're going to come to the session, and you're going to draft
your blog post. Great.

[00:04:54] Why? Why are you doing that? Oh, okay. Well, why you might say initially is,
"I don't want to be on social media as much, and I want to start utilizing SEO more so
that my business is not dependent on social media or that I'm not having to get clients
only from social media. I want to have a more evergreen platform where my content
lasts longer, or I want to start building my body of work, or I want to write a novel one
day."

[00:05:23] Maybe you don't even have a business, but you want to start practicing
writing. And so you say, "Okay, I just want to start blogging because a lot of people who
write books, they start off as bloggers and it'll just be a great way for me to start writing



and get in the habit of sharing." Whatever your journey is and this is all hypothetical, but
let's keep going with this example.

[00:05:42] Yeah. So you say, "Well, that is why. I want to utilize SEO."

[00:05:48] And then I would ask, "Why? Why?"

[00:05:53] "Well, I want to be on social media less."

[00:05:56] Okay. Why? "My mental health is important to me, and the less time I spend
on social media, the happier I am."

[00:06:07] Okay, now we're getting somewhere. So, do you see the difference between,
"I want to practice writing, and I want to spend less time on social media. So that's my
'why,'" versus, "I'm creating a lifestyle where I put my mental health first, and that means
being on social media less. That is the big 'why' for me. I'm going to route into that first,
before going into the Active Focus Session."

[00:06:37] Can you just imagine, and you know, fill in the blank with an example from
your own experience. When I teach my clients inside of my coaching program, Prioritize
and Thrive, when I teach the lessons, I tell them to listen to what I'm saying, and then try
to relate back to me as if they're in a conversation with a friend, and I want you to do
that too. So when you hear me use these examples, instead of thinking, "Oh, that
doesn't apply to me," I want for you to think of it like we're in a conversation. And when
you're in a conversation with a friend, typically what you do is you, listen, you hear them
out. And then you find a way to relate. So you might go, "Oh yeah, I get what you're
saying. Here's an example from my life where I can relate to you." So as you listen to
these hypothetical examples that I'm just pulling out of the sky, try to relate so that you
can really gain something from this.

[00:07:28] That was a little bit of a tangent, so let me repeat where we were going. It's
important to set your priorities and root into your "why" first, before you engage in Active
Focus because, if you have a very shallow reasoning behind it, you might either rebel
against your own to-do list, your own list of task, or you might go through the motions
without really being connected to it. Or you might just work and work and work to quote
unquote, "get it done" without really being aware of the bigger picture, which can
sometimes lead to burnout because you're just working to no end so into your "why"
first. And when you do that, let's not have it be a shallow "why."

[00:08:20] How can you tell if you need more Active Focus in your life? Let's talk about
that, and then I'll give you some tips for integrating more of it into your experience.



[00:08:32] Without Active Focus, that momentum building, more task driven style of
focusing, you might have all vision and no action. So you might have a very clear idea
of the lifestyle that you want to create, but you may not be taking any actualized steps
toward that. You might also be experiencing a lack of momentum on your projects. If
you're not having any Active Focus Sessions. An Active Focus Session is where you
are going to be hyper-focused on the task in front of you. So, without having Active
Focus Sessions in your schedule, you probably are not getting that much momentum.
You feel like the needle's just not moving.

[00:09:14] And without Active Focus, you might also feel like you're the one in your own
way. I know that feeling so well, so I'm not here to shame you in any way. But it's not a
good feeling when you feel like, you know what you want, you have a clear picture of
what to do, and yet you're not taking any action. You're the one in your own way, and
you can kind of sense that. Sometimes, that might mean that you need to break your
tasks down into smaller, more approachable steps. But even then, if you break your
tasks down into smaller steps, but you don't have an Active Focus Session to then
complete those tasks, where's the momentum going to come from?

[00:09:58] Now, the other side of the coin are the benefits of having Active Focus in your
life and in your schedule on a regular basis.

[00:10:08] When you have Active Focus Sessions on your schedule, and you're
engaging with that type of focus, your vision inspires aligned action, and you have
confidence in yourself to take the action necessary to gain the momentum that you need
to move toward the outcome that you desire.

[00:10:27] How many times have you tried to gain momentum and then slow to a halt
and then use that to prove to yourself, "I'm not good at this. I can't focus. What's wrong
with me?" I know you've been there because I've been there too. Most
multi-passionates find themselves there at some point. Imagine feeling confident in your
ability to take action. Having Active Focus Sessions on your schedule on a regular basis
builds that confidence.

[00:11:00] The next benefit of Active Focus is that your projects, you start getting
momentum on them and they get easier with time. This bonus episode is a great
example of this. I woke up, and I was thinking about the Active Focus Co-Working
Sessions. And I was like, "Oh, you know, I would love to record a bonus podcast
episode, and I can invite people straight from there." And I just got up and set up my
desk, grabbed some coffee, and here we are and I'm recording it.



[00:11:30] Now, a few months ago, recording a podcast episode would have been like a
whole event. It just took more out of me because I wasn't that familiar with the process,
but now I'm like, "Okay, cool. I'll just record it." But that's because I had Active Focus
Sessions on my schedule on a consistent basis for months while I was learning how to
podcast. Taking that decisive action toward my intended outcome led me to gaining
momentum. Recording an entire season, right? And now I have a lot of energy back and
it's easier to engage with this particular project that is podcasting because of that Active
Focus time that I put in.

[00:12:18] And then finally with Active Focus in your life, in your schedule on a regular
basis, you're going to know that you're doing your part to create the life that you want to
live. You're taking action towards the things that you want. It's the opposite of feeling like
you're the one in your way. I hope that this has helped you to see how important Active
Focus is and why I wanted to just pop on and do a bonus episode dedicated only to
Active Focus, that momentum builder, that messy bun, get it done energy.

[00:12:55] If you want the benefits of having more Active Focus in your schedule on a
regular basis, come to our next Active Focus Co-Working Session. They're on Tuesdays
for a reason. Tuesday's are aligned by the planet Mars, and Mars is the planet of taking
action. Of getting shit done.

[00:13:18] The sessions are only weekly. So you might be thinking, "Is that really
enough? Is weekly really enough for me to make any momentum?" and the answer is
yes. What I would suggest is choosing your most important task of the week and
bringing it to the Active Focus Co-Working Session. When you're co-working, you're
going to be more focused because you're going to be on Zoom. We'll all be on mute, but
our cameras will be on. So you'll have this inherent accountability of like, "Okay. There's
someone else here, and if they're going to work, I'm also going to work." You'll get more
done just by being in the presence of other people. So Active Focus Co-Working
Sessions are really going to be beneficial for you, and once a week is enough. If you
bring your most important task, and you've broken your tasks down into small steps,
chances are you're going to gain so much momentum on Tuesday that the rest of the
week will feel even easier.

[00:14:16] All right. I cannot wait to see you at our next Active Focus Co-Working
Session. Click the link in our show notes to join us, and I'll see you on Tuesday.


